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E S T A T E

THE WINE | Micho is our signature marriage of two iconic Bordeaux varieties, 
showcasing the elegance, freshness and concentration that can only be attained on DAOU Mountain. 
With the highest phenolics this blend has seen, the 2019 vintage is one for the ages. A deep, ruby-
purple hue foreshadows an enchanting floral character that transports the nose to a different 
dimension. The wine explodes from the glass with flavors of boysenberry, blackberry, dark chocolate 
and dried herbs, maintaining beautiful minerality and balance while exhibiting flawless structure. The 
finish is long, lingering and perfectly poised to the end.  

THE VINTAGE | The year 2019 produced possibly the greatest vintage DAOU 

Mountain has ever experienced. Heavy rains during dormancy, combined with moderate temperatures 

and extended hang time, yielded the greatest harvest to date. The ample winter rainfall—close to 40 

inches total—gave way to a healthy cover crop that replenished the soil’s micronutrient levels. The 

climate throughout the growing season was perfect, with temperatures mostly in the 80s and 90s, and 

not a single day reaching 100 degrees during the entire year. The harvested grapes arrived in exquisite 

condition, showing no damage, sunburn or shriveling. The resulting wines are marked by elegance 

and power, with moderate alcohols and great acidity that promise excellent longevity. 

DAOU FAMILY ESTATES | Family owned and operated, DAOU 

Family Estates is committed to producing collectible, world-class wines to rival the most respected 

appellations in the world. Situated on a 212-acre hilltop estate in the Adelaida District of Paso 

Robles, our remarkable geology, favorable microclimate, and high elevation were once described 

by renowned California winemaker André Tchelistcheff as “a jewel of ecological elements.” As 

stewards of this beautiful terroir, DAOU’s goal is to make unique fine wines that honestly and 

accurately reflect the potential of the Estate and to craft Bordeaux style wines that combine Old 

World tradition with New World techniques.

VARIETALS | 51% Cabernet Sauvignon, 49% Merlot

BARREL AGING | 20 months in 100% new French oak

ALCOHOL | 14.7%


